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USE OF XRUNNER FOR AUTOMATION

D. C. Lin, J. R. Klein, R. D. Pendley (CSC)
S. L. Hoge (NASA GSFC)

ABSTRACT

XRunner, a UNIX, client-server based, automated record-replay test tool developed by
Mercury Interactive Corporation, was used by a project at NASA’s Goddard Space Flight
Center to automate intensive GUI/window-driven satellite operations functions. This work
was part of the Integrated Monitoring, Analysis and Control COTS System (IMACCS), a
COTS integration prototype development effort. XRunner, running in its object-oriented
context sensitive mode, recorded the window/push-button images of significant events in
spacecraft operations with sequential steps and generated test script language (TSL) for
subsequent replay or test verification. The recorded TSL was optimized such that scenario
replay timing, sequencing, grouping, and UNIX interactions became simple, easily-
automated tasks instead of manually intensive, error-prone operations. This feature of the
XRunner tool is expected to greatly enhance operations and testing.
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INTRODUCTION

All institutions that fly satellites, commercial and government alike, face significant
competitive pressures to reduce cost in all lifecycle phases. Particular attention has been
focused on development and operations costs, areas that drive most of the cost of a space
mission’s ground support component. At NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC),
the Mission Operations and Data Systems Directorate (MO&DSD) builds and operates
ground systems. Faced with these competitive pressures, MO&DSD sought to reengineer
its business processes and thus initiated the RENAISSANCE project. At its inception in
1993, RENAISSANCE focused on ground data system development, with the goal of
building an operational ground system in less than 1 year, for less than $5 million. Initial
studies by the RENAISSANCE team led to a first generation architecture based on



reusable building blocks, garnered from GSFC's legacy systems where possible and built
to be reusable (Stottlemyer et al., 1993). Shortly thereafter, NASA Director Goldin's
exhortation to "faster, better, cheaper" was taken to imply far more substantial changes.
The RENAISSANCE team responded with a second generation architecture that allows
for extensive use of COTS hardware and software (Stottlemyer et al., 1996).

Indeed, in recent years, commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) hardware and software for
satellite applications has evolved considerably. COTS tools now surpass the functionality
of many custom-built systems and system components. The Eagle testbed, an outgrowth of
the CIGSS (CSC Integrated Ground Support System) COTS and legacy system integration
project of Computer Sciences Corporation (CSC) provides the experience base for CSC's
COTS integration work (Werking and Kulp, 1993; Pendley et al., June 1994). Several
other testbed projects, including the United States Air Force's (USAF) Center for Research
Support (CERES) (Montfort, 1995), the International Maritime Satellite (INMARSAT)
consortium, and the USAF Phillips Laboratory (Crowley, 1995) have produced successful
prototypes using COTS components. The Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer (EUVE) Science
Operations Center (SOC) at the University of California at Berkeley (Malina, 1994) has
adapted a COTS-based system to automate science instrument operations, resulting in
significant cost reductions.

This last project, the automated SOC at Berkeley, points to the other main element of
ground support cost: operations. The effort to reduce the cost of flying satellites must
necessarily address operations, an activity that endures as long as the mission. One way to
reduce the cost of operations is to automate them, replacing some human activities with
computer-based substitutes. For example, the technique of monitoring by exception means
that most data are evaluated within the system; the attention of the human operator is
demanded only when the behavior of some quantity is outside its appropriate bounds.
Many of the above cited efforts, including our own IMACCS prototype (Bracken et al.,
1995; Klein et al., 1996; Scheidker et al., 1996), have explored the potential of their
COTS based systems for automated operations. In most cases, the first target is on-line
operations—that is, those operations driven by real time telemetry (and in IMACCS,
tracking) data, requiring constant data monitoring and decisions for action made or assisted
by the ground data system. However, satellite operations also involve so-called off-line
operations, such as orbit and attitude determination, scheduling, data trending, and data
archive. These operational activities are usually manually intensive, requiring human
attention, which leads to expanded staff, often with specialized skills.



In this paper, we focus our attention on these off-line operations, specifically those
associated with orbit determination, orbit propagation, and orbit product generation in the
IMACCS prototype. In this prototype, reviewed in the next section, for orbit computations
we utilize Satellite Tool Kit (STK), made by Analytical Graphics, Inc. (AGI), and two of
its add-on tools: the Precision Orbit Determination System (PODS), made by Storm
Integration, and Chains, made by AGI. In addition, for vector transformations and attitude
computation, we utilize MATLAB, made by the Mathworks, Inc. Because these tools are
highly interactive, they are by their nature manually intensive and all lack any native
scripting capability. Considering the general problem to be finding a way to simplify and
automate the operation of these COTS tools, we recognized that a UNIX-based,
Xwindows-compatible test tool with record-replay capability would permit the simplified
operation of STK and MATLAB by recording and replaying the sequences of keystrokes
and mouse clicks needed to use them. Adding scripts from the UNIX shell PERL future
permitted these scripts to be executed without human intervention. This automation is
described below in the section following the review of the IMACCS project.

IMACCS 90 DAY PROJECT—A REVIEW

In 1995 CSC proposed that NASA Goddard’s RENAISSANCE team build a COTS-based
prototype to demonstrate that significant cost reductions were possible. The Integrated
Monitoring, Analysis, and Control COTS System (IMACCS), had the following goals:
integrate a set of COTS tools, connect them to live tracking and telemetry data, and
reproduce the functions of an operational ground system (Bracken et al., 1995). The target
mission for IMACCS was the Solar, Anomalous, and Magnetospheric Particle Explorer
(SAMPEX) mission, one of the spacecraft in GSFC's Small Explorer (SMEX) series.
SAMPEX is a low earth orbiting satellite in its fourth year of operational support.
IMACCS was designed to replicate the current real time command and telemetry flight and
off-line support for SAMPEX. A secondary goal of this prototyping project was to explore
its potential for operations automation.

A simplified block diagram of IMACCS is shown in Figure 1. The COTS hardware and
software have capabilities that exceed SAMPEX operations requirements. One tool, the
Altair Mission Control System (AMCS), used in IMACCS for command and telemetry,
shows substantial promise for automating data monitoring and commanding. CSC, through
its Eagle testbed had prior experience with the AMCS and was familiar with its capacity to
perform automated operational support. The AMCS provides automation through finite
state modeling and state transitions (Wheal, 1993). State modeling and state transitions
proved to be easy to implement, and a set of initial state models was built. Other features



and capabilities of the IMACCS prototype are detailed in Bracken et al. (1995). The use
of the AMCS’s finite state modeling feature to script passes is described in Klein et al.
(1996).

Figure 2 details the off-line functions of interest here and shows the interaction between
XRunner and STK and MATLAB. All of these components are UNIX processes that run
on distributed systems. As the figure shows, IMACCS off-line flight dynamics functions
include both orbit and attitude computations and products. Orbit computations are driven
by tracking data, which for SAMPEX are largely range rate data with some range data.
These data come into the system from NASCOM, and are processed by RDProc to put
them in time order, remove duplicates, and format the data to be read by the STK tools.
The orbit is determined and propagated by PODS, yielding ephemeris files for downstream
use. Chains predicts orbit events of interest, which for SAMPEX are station visibilities for
contacts, equator crossing times, solar illumination periods, and electron contamination
region transit times. MatLab computes and formats the two orbit-derived data products
required for mission support: the extended precision orbit vector uplinked to the satellite’s
onboard processor, and acquisition data (time and a vector) for ground stations to use in
acquiring the satellite. MatLab also computes the spacecraft attitude and attitude sensor
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Figure 1.  The IMACCS prototype contains six COTS software tools
and three legacy tools. While the AMCS has considerable inherent
automation capability, the other COTS tools were automated by
adding a record-replay test tool.



calibration values, based on telemetry from the AMCS and the ephemeris, although this
process is not currently automated.

Figure 2 also depicts the role of XRunner in the automation prototype. In the prototype
reported here, XRunner was used to record executions of operational procedures involving
PODS, Chains, and MatLab, and then replay these keystrokes, mouse moves, and mouse
clicks both to simplify manual operations and as part of automated sequences.

AUTOMATION WITH A RECORD-REPLAY TEST TOOL

For recording user interactions, XRunner uses its Test Script Language (TSL), in which
the sequences of keystrokes, mouse clicks, and so forth are recorded. TSL scripts can be
combined with scripts written in Practical Extraction and Report Language (PERL), a
UNIX scripting language, for input or output, user setups, and decision branches. The
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be simplified and automated with a record-replay test tool such as
XRunner.



IMACCS team recorded the execution of STK, PODS, Chains, and MatLab routines in
TSL scripts and created the necessary PERL scripts to automate SAMPEX orbit-related
off-line operational procedures. Two different test cases are examined here. In Case 1, the
routine production of a pass schedule was simplified by creating the appropriate TSL and
PERL scripts that could be triggered simply by the system operator. In Case 2, routine
orbit determination and orbit production were automated so that these activities took place
with no human intervention unless an anomaly was detected. Both of these cases are
discussed in greater detail in the following subsections.

Case 1:  Automated 3-Day Pass Schedule   In the IMACCS system, the pass schedule is
computed with STK, based on an orbit determined and propagated by PODS. The
schedule must then be copied via the UNIX shell to a directory from which the AMCS (the
tool used in IMACCS for on-line functions) can read and display it. Performed manually,
the generation of a 3-day schedule requires 30 steps of text key-in and mouse clicks. The
IMACCS team used XRunner with its context sensitive option to record step-by-step
execution of STK. XRunner generated a TSL script and Xwindow images for STK steps
so that the replay would be the same as the original execution. The team also optimized the
window display response time to avoid a window timing-out. They used a PERL script to
copy this schedule, when it was created, into the appropriate directory for on-line use.
Creating this set of scripts reduced the operator basic interaction from thirty steps to a
single step. Steps in the procedure requiring data input, e.g. schedule start and stop times,
required the same level of operator input, although the scripts prompted the operator on a
context sensitive basis.

A simple extension of this capability was to create a button on the real time display for the
operator to click in order to produce a hardcopy of the current pass schedule. This button
was implemented on the AMCS display. When clicked with the mouse, the button caused
XRunner TSL and PERL scripts to execute and produce a hardcopy schedule for analysis
or other purposes. These scripts were similar, but not identical, to those for the 3-day
schedule production. The chief difference is that transfer to the AMCS is not need for this
operational procedure. The same XRunner recorded STK script was used for this
extension except that a mouse click print statement was added to print the satellite
schedule. This extension also shows the reusability of XRunner recorded scriptss with
minimum change.

Case 2:  Automated Orbit Determination, Ephemeris Propagation, and Product
Generation   In Case 1, the result of the automation exercise was to greatly simplify the
work of the human operator. However, that human operator had to be present an execute



the schedule generation function. In Case 2, we examined the idea that some off-line
functions need to be executed at regular intervals, and that the ground support system
could do so without human activation, provided it can keep track of the time and knows to
summon human help when a problem arises. We were able to completely automate
SAMPEX orbit determination, orbit propagation, and orbit product generation with a
combination of PERL scripts (including the controlling executive script), TSL scripts, and
the UNIX cron function.

The automated procedure is shown in Figure 3. Cron enables the user to schedule times for
the automatic execution of a process. For SAMPEX, orbit determination and product

generation are carried out Monday, Wednesday, and Friday mornings at 6:00 a.m. At these
times, the PERL executive accesses the system time, computes various other times needed
(3 days earlier for start of OD, 2 weeks later for end of ephemeris generation, 1 day later
for start of EPV and acquisition data generation), and formats these times in several
different ways as needed by various processes. The PERL script then extracts the most
recent available tracking data and uses the Raw Data Processor (RDProc) to sort and
format them for PODS.. A tracking data gather process runs continuously and another
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Figure 3.  Completely automated orbit determination and orbit
product generation follows this flow.



cron-scheduled process checks this process and restarts it if necessary. The executive then
edits the STK and PODS input files and invokes XRunner to run STK/PODS for OD.

After orbit determination, the XRunner script returns control to PERL for quality
assurance (QA). If the orbit solution passes QA, another XRunner script is invoked to
control ephemeris propagation and product generation with STK/Chains. MatLab is then
called to format the EPVs and acquisition data. If the orbit solution passes QA, the entire
scenario is accomplished without human intervention, except for the initial preparation of
cron tables. Should the orbit solution fail QA, the PERL executive invokes another script
to notify the appropriate engineer.

CONCLUSION

The two cases described here demonstrate that automated test tools, created for testing
UNIX, Xwindows programs have considerable potential for the automation of spacecraft
ground support. One feature of these tools, keystroke and mouse-click record and replay,
was used extensively in the prototypes described here. While we have applied our test tool
and UNIX scripts to off-line operational procedures, they can also be used for on-line
operations. In either regime, we suggest that such automation can, at a minimum, reduce
operator effort, but also can enable some operational procedures to be executed with no
human intervention at all. Reducing the role of operators for repeated spacecraft operations
is essential for reducing spaceflight costs.

The test tools under consideration here have another feature that we intend to explore in
future work. The tools can compare some or all of the contents of a display window to a
pre-recorded reference. This ability to compare a set of current values with a standard
means that QA for operational procedures can also be automated. In addition, it means that
context-sensitive discrepancies can be noted as triggers for human intervention or for
applied intelligence (AI) agents to be activated. Future work by the IMACCS team will
include exploration of these capabilities.
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